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Study of Xi Jinping Thought on Diplomacy

Three Myths of Chinese Intemational Relations Theory

Wang Yiwei⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

The Chinese School of intemational relations theorv with Chinese char—

acteristics highlights China’s academic confidence and consciousness f而m

concept to reality， and this has attracted attention f而m intemational aca．

demic ciI℃les． In工．ecent years．the lack of innovation in Westem theodes。

the rise of non．westem intemational relations theories and the ongoing trend

of global intemational relations have encouraged the rise of local，original

Chinese theories． In an era of digital and ec0109ical civilization， it is the

right way to surpass the old thinking of China’s rise with the Great Rejuve—
nation of the Chinese Nation，to set up a great-history view of the Great Re-

juVenation of the Chinese Nation，to build a grand view of the era undergo-

profound changes unseen in a century，and to establish a great future

view of building a global community of shared future．It is also right to fully

explore the academic， theoretical and discourse systems of Xi Jinping

Thought on Diplomacy and to establish the Chinese School of humanistic in—

temational relations theory．

American Economy，Diplomacy and Society

How the Changing U．S．Domestic Political Ecology Is

Reshaping Its China Policy

Wu Xinbo⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

Against the backdrop of intensifying Sino-U．S． strategic competition，

the changing U．S． domestic political ecology is reshaping its China policy

in a comprehensiVe way． In the dimension of political ideas，populism has

worked to redirect the value orientation of America’s China policy，recon—

stmct China’s identity and fornl a negative political and social environment

toward China． In the dimension of political stlllcture，both the Republican

and Democratic Parties are drawing close to nativist forces while staying a一
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way f南m those favo“ng globalization． As the two parties advocate for and

implement a tougher China policy， the innuences standing for the closer

deVelopment of Sino-U．S． relations are declining and being ma唱inalized．

In the dimension of political process，the China policy has become a lever—

age in domestic politics and a chip in the gaming between Republicans and

Democrats． The U．S． behavior toward China is becoming increasinglv ex—

treme，coIlf而ntational and risky． As America’s China policy is more and

more driVen by its domestic p01itics， China should seek to change U．S．

behaVior by making good use of interests， power and intemational mecha—

njsms．

out of the Cyde：P纽radigm SlIift and Agenda RefomIllation
of the StIldy of American Party Politics

Wang Hao⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯f47、

As one of the core areas of the study of American p01itics，the study of

party politics has f}equently faced chaUenges f}om practice in recent years．

The mainstream pany realignmen∥c而tical election model， the histo订cal

pendulum theory and the gradual improvement school fail to explain not on—

ly why the economic and social crises in 2008 and 2020 did not push Amer．

ican pany pomics into a new cycle but also some major practjcaJ probJems，

especiaUy the rise of the TIump phenomenon．This article argues that the

existing research on the evolutional logic of American party politics is es—

sentiaUy a theoretical exploration based on the cycle paradigm，that is，his—

torical experience shows that economic cycles dete瑚ine political cvcles。

and economic and class factors are regarded as the core variables of the e．

volution of American party politics． However，after the Cold War．under

the innuence of the rise of multiculturalism，accelemted demographic ad．

justment，and the anta{ronistic naH．ative and poli“cal echo chamber efkct of

social media，American party p01itics entered an era of post．consensus and

tribalization． As a result，the contradiction of culture．identity has replaced

the contradiction of economy—class as the most important variable pmmoting

the evolution of American pany politics．7rraditional partv—class aUiance is—

sues，ideological left-right

longer at the center of Am

stmggles， and economic class divisions are no

erican partisan political agendas． Therefore，the

study of American pany politics needs to get rid of the shackles of the cy—

cle，caⅡy out a paradigm tI．ansfo珊ation，and constll】ct a new identity par—

ad培m with culture and identity as the core variables． Accordingly， re—

search agendas will also be reset with a new theme． in which the issue of

cross-class party alliance is based on values and identities，the extemaliza．

tion and extreme orientation of ideologies， and the trend of identity and

tribalization of public policv games．
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A Study of Latino Americans Based on the 2020 U．S．Census Data：

A Political，Social，and Economic Perspective

Cai Hong⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

Based on the 2020 U．S． Census Data．this article examines the ev01一

Ving chamcteristics of Latino Americans in teHIls of demogmphy， educa—

tion，p01itics，and economy． It finds tha上Latino Americans’birth rate and

aVerage age have decreased， and their education level has increased． As

compared with other ethnic gmups， L砒ino Americans’economic status is

lower，and their political party搬liation varies．The number of Latino A．

merican senators and house representatives is low and not proportional to

their population in America．These characteristics，fbr the time being，

haVe not Latinized America’s mainstream society and culture， but in the

long mn， Latino Americans’innuences should not be overlooked if their

signi6cant share of the popula土ion can help them gain a better life，educa—

tion，and a higher economic and political status．

American Economy and Trade

(73)

Research on the Biden AdIIliIlistration’s AdiustInent of the Economic

Policy Paradigm under the CoVid一1 9 Pandemic

Gao Bo and Zhang Xiaotong⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯(95)
711he Biden administration adjusted its economjc poncy paradj{；m，

launched a series of economic policies，and strondy intervened in economic

operations to cope with the impact of the Covid一19 pandemic． The main

approaches of the Biden administration to stren昏hen intervention in the e—

conomy include the national govemance model of“big govenlment，” the

shift of maero policies to support the domestic economy， and impmvement

of the resilience of the supply and industrial chains．There are various rea—

sons for the Biden administration to adjust the economic policy paradigm，

including shifting geopolitical competition and strategic anxiety， restructu—

ring the Value chain and supply chain，improving the competitiveness of the

U．S． economy， and boosting the e虢ctiveness of economic govemance．

The adjustment of the economic policy paradigm by the Biden administra—

tion is the inevitable result of the changes in its economic foundation and

social public opinion，in which the policy measures are mapped as super—

structure and ideology．

Sanctions and Counter-Sanctions in Energy Politics：The Mlllti-party
G锄e around the U．S．Sanctions on the Trans-Siberian Pipeline

and the Nord Stream 2 PipeUne
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Fu Jingyun⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯(111)
The game subjects and innuencing factors of sanctions and counte卜

sanctions are diverse and complex． Under the conditions of an open econo．

my，due to the cross-border inte铲ation and interweaVing of commercial in-

terests。the game of sanctions and counter．sanctions will blur the division of

interests based on state．and commercial actors can fo珊transnational c01一

lectiVe aetions that will“kct the game process among state actors． Based

on the“Olson Proposition，”this article proposes a spontaneous and o曙ani—

zational model fbr commercial actors to f．o瑚anti．sanction actions．and tests

them through two cases of U．S． sanctions，the 7I’rans·Siberian and the Nord

Stream 2 Pipelines． Gmup size and selective incentives are two central fac·

tors that detemine whether a business actor can take counter．sanction ac．

tions． The outcome of the game bet、veen sanctions and counter．sanctions

depends on the mutual strugde between the two forces that stren昏hen and

weaken the impact of sanctions． On one hand，transnational counter．sanc．

tion actions bv commercial actors can alter the costs and benefits of sanc—

tions． On the other hand，sanctioners can change the costs and benefits by

expanding and escalating the scope and intensity of sanctions． When the

costs of counter．sanctions outweigh the benefits，members of the anti—sanc．

tion coalition opt out，thus reducing the efkctiveness of cmss-border count—

er—sanctions bv commercial actors．

The Political Econo埘Iy Analysis of

Transmutation：Based on the

and Partisan Interests

American Trade PoUcy’s

PerspectiVe of Economic Class

Sun Tianhao ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯(134)

Both the“h．ee，fair， and reciprocal tmde policy” of the 7I'mmp ad—

ministration and the“worker．centered trade policv” advocated bv the Bi．

den administration showed that the focus of U．S． trade policy is gradually

shifting from“fbe trade”to“fair tmde．”Starting f而m the perspectives of

Voters and interest groups， industrial geographic politics and factor now，

this article introduces economic class and partisan inteI．ests to explain the

transmutation of U．S． trade policv． Drawing on the Gilben model and com—

bining case studies of the U．S．tI·ade policy f而m 2009 to 2021，this article

concludes that the consensus of economic class and Dartisan interests has

led to a shift in the U．S． trade policy，which is also the main factor innu—

encing the choice of dif．ferent trade policies in the United States．
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Citations⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯(156)
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